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Seeking a Pit Clerk with 5 years of experience in Motivating and highly producing 
clerical professional with a research background. Detail-oriented with strong skills 
in multi-tasking and efficient management of day-to-day office operations. Adept 
at building and maintaining effective working relationships with co-workers and 
outstanding interpersonal skills.

JULY 2010 – OCTOBER 2010
PIT CLERK - ABC CORPORATION

 Helped wherever needed whether it be updating player information, creating 
fills and credits, payment marker issues and buybacks, and making sure all 
computers, table touches, and PCs are in working order.

 Assisted as payroll administration which includes making sure all employees are
paid timely and efficiently.

 Answered multiple phone calls daily, inputting employee information into our 
system, filing, scanning, and faxing.

 Learned a lot of things while working as a pit clerk and assistant payroll 
administration.

 Gained a lot of knowledge through office works and Office programs.
 Learned a lot about customer service and will help me in future jobs.
 Performed end of shift balancing chip and cash count for the Table Games 

Department.

2005 – 2010
PIT CLERK - DELTA CORPORATION

 Perform a diverse range of responsibilities to include, but not limited to printing 
out markers and Player Club cards; entering customer ratings into credit and 
marketing systems and end-of-shift table figures for win/loss purposes; verifying
customer credit to floor supervisors; issuing, securing and redeeming markers; 
entering table fills, credits and complimentaries; and obtaining IDs from floor 
supervisors; all of which resulting in highly efficient and smooth flowing Pit Clerk
operations.

 Entered win and loss amounts into the computer to account for players daily 
play.

 Honors Makowsky, Ringel, and Greenberg LLC.
 Data entry of rating cards and Assisted Pit Boss - Maintained MTL Reports.
 Responsible for making hotel reward cards for the players at the card tables and

writing comps for players.
 Responsibility is to manually enter customer ratings.
 Task includes making players cards, verifying signatures, handling chip fills, 
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balancing table games and printing markers.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma

SKILLS

Computer Skills, Interpersonal Skills, Multitasking, Problem Solving Skills.
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